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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Entergy Operations, Inc. Dookat No.: 50 458
River Bond Station Lloonee No.: NPF 47

During an NRC inspection conducted on October 815,1997, one violation of NRC requirements ;

was identified, in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC |
Enforcement Actions," NUREG 1600, the violation is listed below: . j

i

Technical Spoo6fication 5.4.1.a. states, in port, that written procedures shall be 1,

|- implomonted covering the applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of |

Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2,1978.

| Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Section 7.e.1, recommends procedures for the
! radiation work permit system.

River Bond Nuclear Procedure RONP-024, Revision 7, * Radiation Protection Plan,'
states, in part, ' Adherence to the requirements of the RWP is mandatory."

Radiation Work Permit (RWP) 97-002, Revision 1, which authorized work activities in the
95-foot elevation of the fue! storage building on October 10,19g7, listed minimum
anticontamination clothing requirements as ' booties and gloves."

Cor, vary to the above, on October 10,1997, a radiation protection technician working in
the 95 foot elevation of the fuel storage building reached into a posted contaminated
area without adhering to the anti-contamination clothing requirements of Radiation Work
Permit 97 002, Revision 1. Specifically, the radiation protection technician was wearing .
only cotton glove liners rather then the required booties and gloves,-

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV) (50-458/97020-01)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Entergy Operations, Inc. is hereby required to
submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Dncument Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator,
Region IV,611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400, Arlington, Texas 76011, and a copy to the NRC
Resident inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice, within 30 days of the date of

' the letter transmitting this Notice of Volation (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a
' " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the
violation, or, if contestM, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Your response may reference
or include previous docketed correspondence, if the correspondence adequately addresses the
required response, if an adequate re'>ly is not received within the time specified in this Notice,
an order or a Demand for informaun may be issued as to why the licanss should not be
modified, suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper should not be
taken, .Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response time.
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If you contest this enforooment action, you should also provide a copy of your response to the
Director, OfRoe of Enforooment, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 20666 0001.

Because your response will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room (PDR), to the extent
possible, it should not include any personal privacy, proprietary, or esfoguarde information so
that it can be pieced in the PDR without redaction. If personal privacy or FC^ci information
is necessary to provide en scooptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your _

| response that identines the information that should be protected and a redaaled copy of your
|. response that deletes such information. If you request ;;rJe?.ii of such malertal, yotunust

spoolAcelly identify the portions of your response that you seek to have withheld and provide in
,

detail the bases for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the dieciosure of informotion will
| oreste en unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the information required by 10

- CFR 2.790(h) to support a request for withholding con 6dential commercial or financial :
Information). If :sfoguards information le necessary to provide an acceptable response, plesec
provide the level of protection described in 10 CFR 73.21.

Dated at Mington, Texas
thle 5th day of February 1998
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